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A stunning thriller that predicted the National Security Agency scandal. "Brad Thor is as current as

tomorrowâ€™s headlines." â€”Dan Brown#1 New York Times bestselling author Brad Thor returns

with his most explosive thriller ever. Somewhere deep inside the United States government is a

closely guarded list. Members of Congress never get to see itâ€”only the President and a secret

team of advisers. Once your name is on the list, it doesnâ€™t come off . . . until youâ€™re dead. 

Someone has just added counterterrorism operative Scot Harvathâ€™s name.  Somehow Harvath

must evade the teams dispatched to kill him long enough to untangle who has targeted him and why

they want him out of the way.  Somewhere, someone, somehow can put all the pieces together. The

only question is, will Harvath get to that person before the United States suffers the most withering

terrorist attack ever conceived? An intense, page-turning novel that is action-packed and

frighteningly real, Black List blurs the line between fiction and reality and once again reaffirms why

Brad Thor "is arguably the best thriller writer of our time" (Suspense Magazine) and "Americaâ€™s

favorite author" (KTTX).
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I'd like to begin by taking a moment to mention those who have taken the time to mess with the

average reviews of this book who have yet to crack open a single page--whether it be real or virtual.

When is  going to abolish these enormous jokes once and for all? The author has NOTHING to do

(for the vast majority) with e-book pricing. And yet kindle owner after whining kindle owner cannot

STOP themselves from bitching about the price of a book they haven't even read in a space

DESIGNED to review the CONTENT of the novel they are complaining about.With that said, I DO

feel that the pricing CAN be unfair--especially since the cost to just COPY an e-book is ridiculously

low compared with actual printing. The pricing does seem excessive, but then again, so does gas,

and yet we continue to pay it--and as long as people pay for it, the pricing won't be going down

anytime soon. Gee, nobody is forcing these whining babies to BUY anything. So quit yer bitchin'

okay?On with an ACTUAL review...of a book I actually READ... Brad has been slowly, but definitely

improving his writing since releasing his first novel some years back featuring Scot Harvath (Lions of

Lucerne). Black List is at once amazingly compelling, and yet shockingly frightening at the same

time. It really shouldn't surprise me that the Government has the ability to essentially spy on me at

any given moment for however long they want--and yet as I read this absolutely riveting story, it

scared the living H#!! outta me. This kind of power in the wrong hands (ie the US Government) can

be used to justify incredibly shocking things.

"All of the technology contained in this novel is based upon systems currently being deployed, or in

the final stages of development, by the United States government and its partners."... and thus

begins `Black List' by Brad Thor. I have never read a book that started like the opening sentence

and have it turn out bad. This book continues that streak... in spades. To say this story opens with a

shocker would be an unforgiveable understatement, so I'll just say that you will NOT be prepared for

what awaits. While I'm a huge fan of all of Brad's work, I haven't gotten that "special feeling" about

one of his books since `The Last Patriot'. Now to be clear for the slow ones (IE: Kindle owners

complaining about price), I have loved each and every one of Brad's books, but every author has

one (or two) books in their repertoire that shines just a little bit brighter than the rest. Stephen King

has `The Stand', Eric Jerome Dickey has `The Other Woman', Steve Alten has `Grim Reaper',

Danielle Steele has... (No. Not a chance), and Brad has `Black List'.This go round, Harvath goes up

against a power greater than anything he's faced yet. How great? Well... they have put Harvath on a

list of people to be killed. Usually Harvath is the executer of list such as these but this time, he's the

mouse. Per se'. The engineers of this list are a group called the ATS. This group has so MUCH

power, so MUCH influence that it's rumored that God calls them before he allows it to rain on D.C.



Unfortunately, people who have access to this much power usually don't have access to morals.

Think of every terrorist attack that you know of, including 9-11, and multiply it by ten, and you might

get close to the type of damage the ATS is planning for America.

A review by Anthony T. Riggio of Brad Thor's "Black List".I had seen this book on the book shelves

in books stores and chose to pass on reading it. It sounded like so many of the genre of books that

deal with some former CIA, Delta Team member or Seal Team #(whatever). The hero is no longer

in the service of their country but are hired on by one of the multitude of private contractors that

seem to have become ubiquitous in the running of the government. It leads me to believe our "big

and getting bigger" government seeks insulation for itself or setting up some future scape goat.

Black List has all of these elements, including incredible physical feats that defy or perhaps provide

some escapism for the great number of "couch potatoes" wannabe heroes who relish in these types

of books.This being said, Black List is well written and reasoned out and the author has some

bona-fides that qualify him, unlike the growing number of vicarious writers who create these kinds of

stories that seem to simply titillate readers who are looking for meaning in their dull lives.What

astounded me was how prescient the author was in writing this book given the disclosures of the

NSA analyst Edward Snowden who "blew the whistle" on his perceptions of government abuse.

Snowden was not a highly educated person but was making mega bucks, i.e., high six figure

income.I would have thought this impossible but as one of the characters in the book, namely Kurt

Schroeder, is not only a drop out, but one who has previously committed criminal acts. The author's

premise is that these types are so talented in their computer skills that the government will look the

other way. I believe the motives might have included the value of compromised morality.
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